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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
r
This final report describes the study, design, developmenty and test results of
a high power, low loss, K-band switch suitable for space applications.
}	 This development Wort is of significance to NASA as it provides for high power
latching switches which will be required in 20/30 GNz communication satellite systems.
Specifically, a wavequide latching switch with a bandwidth of 1300 MHz at an insertion
loss of 0.25 dB was demonstrated. This type of component has been developed at X-
band, tested, and qualified for use in a space vehicle,
The period of performance was originally 27 Februar y 79 to 10 June 80, Delivery
of the switch was extended to 19 August 80 due to delays in material delivery and
development complications, The -First switch was delivered in mid-August; the second
unit was developed further, resulting in improved performance. Table 1 specifies
i	 the design goals for these devices and lists the performance achieved. The proposed
switch design was a natural extension of a highly successful high power X-band latching
switch that was qualified for space applications early in 1978, This component demon-
strated extraordinary performance over band and was recently adapted For use in the
LANDSAT program.. The design for a switch at 19 GHz was extended from this X=band
model.
A photograph of the K-band switch is shown in Figure 1. For an application
involving redundant TWTA's, the input port would be to the right and on its opposite
side (not visible). The output port would be to the left. Note the compact design
with a single 9 pin plug for power and switching, the actuating circuitry is located
within the housing.
This report is organized as follows: Section 2 details the design considerations
4	
of the switchinq junction and Section 3 describes the development of the Fixed and
switching ,function, as well as actuating circuitry and testing. Overall conclusions
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The design approach to the waveguide RF latching switch is described in this
section. In the novml TRW desi gn, the RF and driver ferrites are separate structures
and, thus, can be optimized individually. The analysis for each structure is
separately detailed in this section.
Throughout the development of circulators at TRW, computer analysis has con-
tributed to the design of these stotelof•the-art components. With circulators having
been previously designed over several frequenc y bands, a computer program was written
to more quickly arrivz at a solution for a given requirement. This algorithm has
grown and been revised and refined many times contributing useful inforoation during
each project. A brief discussion of the Computer Aided Design used duriviq the switch
development is contained in Section 2,4.
2.2 RF Design
The current state-of-the-art at TRW of ferrite components had its inception
several years a go when a market search disclosed that the cor.f<onents available were
inadequate by wide margins. Since that time, an im pressive line of circulators has
been developed over a number of waveguide bands k^xtending well into the millimeter
wave frequencies. The knowledge gained through this experience was directly applied
to the design of this switching circulator. Due to the separation of RF and switching
ferrites, the RF structure was initially developed as aia inde pendent unit, The rest
of this section describes the RF design of a circulator with reference to a switching
Lt junction.
The circulator, which is produced at TRW, employs a cylindrical geometry which
was patented in 1978. Basically, the RF section features a dual turnstile junction.
As shown in Figure 2a, the circulator consists of a dielectric tube which contains
two ferrite rods, two dielectric spacers, and a thin metallic wall septum separating
the above parts along the center of symmetry of the waveguide to forio two turnstiles.
This subassembly is indexed and locked in the center of syngnetry of a uniform junction
of three wavequides by the metallic transformers installed in the top and bottom
walls of the housing as shown in Figure 2b.
The specific design of the RF junction in the K-band switch is largely based on
„ g	the typical junction configuration depicted above. There are, however, two distinctions
E
of major significance. The thin metallic septum which was previously located in the
center of a junction is now located at either end, a single dielectric desk replaces
the two earlier separated dielectrics. As de picted in Figure 3, the RF J,,Jnction used
in a switching circulator features ferrites chamfered on the interior edge to enhance





Figure 2a. Complett Set of Ferrite Junction Piece Parts
































Since a large part of the initial Junction dimensions is assigned based on our
computer analysis, further discussion is continued in Section 2.4. The performance
of this circulator is included in Section 3.
2,3 Qriv"c r►
The next step in the switch design process is to determine a compatible ferrite
driver assembly, A driver design is based on a variety of restrictions, several
of which are imposed by the RF junction dimensions. Performance is also affected by
the materials and the volume of the driver.
A driver assembly is fundamentally com prised of two ferrito , one coaxially
located within the other and separated by a small gap. As ihown in Figure 4, this
space is provided to accommodate the switching cc ;l and to insure a high magnetic
reluctance path between the ferrites. A cap of identical material is bonded to the
top furnishing part of one magnetic path. Utilizing identical material in the epoxied
driver, preserves the mechanical integrity as thermal expansion and vibration effects
are constant throughout the unit. The RF ferrite provides for the ^Jther segment of
this magnetic path depicted in Figure 5. To maintain the switch latched in its last
switchin g condition, an intimate contact between the RF ferrites and their driver
ferrites is insured by a properly desi gned wavy washer spring which compresses tile
whole Junction assembly. In this way, the thermal expansion, shock and vibration
problems are effectively eliminated.
Figure 4. Driver Assembly for Switch
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dV
Figure 5. Magnetic Loop of Switching Junction
(Only 1/2 of Junction is Shown)
A ferrite driver has its general volume determined independentl y of most RF
,function criteria. This is due to the fact that the size of the switching coil wire
is a function of the snitching current, which is essentially constant and independent
of frequency. In larger waveguides, coil size is a minor problem. However, the size
is a significant factor at K-band and above. It is mandatory that the ferrite driver
't	volume remains constant, there is a minimum size required to insure the driver has
adequate mass (magnetic energy storage capacity) to latch in a given direction,
The desi gn of the RF .function significantly affects the driver design, Roth
the r. erial used in the RF ferrite, as well as its shape, affect the respective
elements of the driver. Ferrite used in the driver should have a high residual
magnetization (Bd with respect to the RF ferrite magnetization (BM). A higher B r-
b B insures that the Junction is properly latched. As shown in Figure 6, a magnetic
hysteresis loop can be used to describe latching in the microwave switch, A driver
of small 6r`gm at room temperature would be placed at point A. whereas a strongly
s	 magnetized ,function would be placed at point B. A bar is sketched through each point
to portray temperature effects. Notice that switch A is useless over part of its
temperature range. Not only will insertion loss (among other parameters) increase
significantly at greater than room tem perature, but there is a possibility the
Junction may not latch properly at all. Use of the proper material is of major con-
sideration when designing a switching cirtulator.
a
Figure 6. Hysteresis Loop of Switch with Two Sets of Drivers
A: Low Br-Bm ; B; Nigher Br- BM
Another less pronounced effect is related to the diameter of the RF ferrite.
Previous experience has shown that at the interface between the RF and driver ferrite,
the driver has certain limits on its diameter. The actual size of the driver is
determined during the breadboard development.
2.4 Computer Aidgd Des ign
G
As noted in earlier sections of this report, computer aided desi gn has played
an increasing role in the development of non-switching Junction circulators, Each
'	 component part of a Junction interacts to form a complete circulator and is the basis




Primary considerations for any circulator design program are the ferrite character-
istics. The most important parameters are the ferrites' dielectric constant and satu-
ration magnetization. Analysis of this dielectric constant with respect to frequency
yields important information about the size of the ferrite. The ferrite length and
diameter are also governed in part by the R/L ratio and operating modes. Saturation






Determination of the other component dimensions extends from the ferrite
dimensions. Again, dielectric constant is of importance in the spacer and cotitain-
ment tube. Waveguide size has a predominant influence on the lengths of these
impedance matching elements, An extensive algorithm is devoted tr y calculating
Junction components once ferrite dimensions are determined, Sample output for a
circulator designed at X-Gland is shown in Figure 7.
Design of a non-switching circulator employing the aid of a computer has beer)
recently expanded to include switching circulators, A discussion of these refined
programs is included in Section 3.4, Switch Development,
a
a
WAVEGUTDE JUNCTION CI(1CULATOR DESIGN DATA
INPUT DATA
------------
FREQUENCY RANGE (011Z) 7
	
16
FREQUENCY INCREMENT (MIM) 1560
w	 SATURATTON MAGNETTZATION (GAU,13 3) 1600
WAVESUIDE HEIGHT (TN) 6.497
FERRITE DIELECTRIC ;ONSTANT 15.1






MS	 MU	 E	 ZCIZ6
	
7.6000	 1.6801	 0.016	 6.5986	 X3.221?	 G.?459
	
S. 5006	 1.3886	 0.51418	 0.7277
	 5.5766	 (,, 3997
	
10,0000	 1.'1'36"3	 0, 4 14 15	 6.8613	 w.(Ja90	 G.5811
JUNCTION DTMENSIONS
--------- w ------- --
MHZ)








	 6.6211'9	 1.1711	 6.5641	 0.2464	 6. iie5q
	
8.56GG	 6.0647





	 6.7U8 3	 G. 1 1,1 89	 6.6590
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Development of the K-band latching switch was broken into several projects of
varying emphasis, Prior to development, a raflectometer test set was assembled,
calibrated, and tested, Breadboard activit y proceeds with the fabrication and
tuning of a fixed Junction circulator, Once the circulator is finished, development
h	 is extended to the actual switch requiring the longest period of effort. The final
development stages of the switch are paralleled by the design and fabrication of the
switch actuating circuitry. These activities are discussed in this part of the report,
as well as presentation of the final results. Section 3 concludes with the results
obtained from shock and vibration tests and measured thermal rharacterstics.
3.2 Instrumentation
Development of a latching switch at K-band requires a properly calibrated test
circuit and instruments, Since a microwave source that operates from (5 to 22 GHz
is not readily available on the market, a K-band circuit which operates from 18 to
26.5 GHz was substituted, This wave quide latching switch design was intended for
frequencies from 16 to 20 GHz, which allows the substitution. Transitions from the
WR-42 waveguide employed ire the test bench, to WR-51 required for the switch, are
utilized where necessary to accommodate the Switch and detector isolator. Figure 8
contains a schematic of the microwave circuit used for this proi ect. In this circuit,
there are two components which can create erroneous measurements if inaccurately
manufactured - the load and the detector. Testing and tuning of these units is
necessary to obtain reliable results.
The basic instrument to measure power is a crystal detector and should, therefore,
be a perfect `load to prevent reflections. Any mismatch in the unit would visibly
degrade the true performance of any component under investigation. Unfortunately,
most commercial detectors present some mismatch to a microwave circuit, as shown in
Figure 9a. Inserting an attenuator prior to the detector enhances VSWR (Figure 9b).
This type of tuning is used in the VSWR detector of Figure 8, where the 10 dB directional
coupler duals as an attenuator. However, an attenuator pad is not as useful as an
isolator for the following reasons: 1) there is a significant improvement in isolation,
and 2) more power is transmitted to the detector with an isolator. A comb 4 nation of
the attenuator and isolator results in an acceptable impedance match, as shown in
Figure 9c. Tuninq of the detectors effectively prevents im pedance mismatch at the
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 Schematic of !<-band Development Circuit
Another component which r ,n adversely affect component measurements is a load.
Similar to the detector, a loan may reflect a portion of its in put power, thereby
affectina the performance of the test unit. Figure 10 dramatically illustrates the
effect a poorly assembled load has on the performance of an adjoining circulator.
Examining the available loads, it was determined that commercial K-band loads were
inadequate. Consequently, we designed and constructed loads at our,
 laboratory.
Typical performance of the WR-51 loads is depicted. in Figure 11.
One final consideration in our measurement bench is the isolating circulator.
Throuqhout the development of our own fixed junction circulator, another available
non-TRW circulator was utilized. Upon comoletion of the fixed junction, our superior
circulator design in WR-51 replaced the test bench WR-42 circulator, which also
eliminates any wavegu?de mismatch (Figure 8). Periodic tests insured system integrity
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Figure 8, VSWR of Detector
a. Detector only
b, Detector with attenuator
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Figure 10. Degradation of Circulator Isolation with Load VSWR
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3.3
	 Fixed Junction Circulator
The design of a K-band non-switchin g circulator was established from efforts on
circulators at other frequencies and results from our computer program, 	 As described
in Section 2.4, this program generated initial Junction dimensions from which bread-
board development ensued. 	 The unit is fine-tuned to provide a Junction with excellent
performance from 18 to 20 GHz.
With material procurement completed b y June of 1979, the non-switching junction
was constructed.	 Initial development began with TT2-4000 ferrites; analysis through-
out the first phase continually assured us that this was the proper material. 	 The
d
ferrite and other junction materials were fabricated according tu the dimensions
suggested by computer analysis which are shown normalized in column A of Table 2.
After several weeks of fine tuning, the performance of the non-switchin g junction
was optimized over the desired band.	 Final dimensions for this circulator are
included in column B of Table 2, normalized to the computed dimensions.
The non-switching circulator served two purposes for the develo pment of a
switching junction at K-band.	 First, it provides the initial dimensions for the
RF junction ferrites of the switchin g junction,	 Previous efforts have indicated
that reasonable Ul tial dimensions for the switching junction are related to the
fixed junction results.	 Also, the junction v,-as utilized as a fine-tuned isolator to
enhance the measurement accuracy of our test bench as discussed in the previous section. 	 -
Performance data on this circulator is presented in Fiqure 12.
Table 2. Normalized Comparison of Non-Switching Junction Dimensions








Df Ferrite Diameter 1.00 0.98
L f Ferrite Length 1.00 1.08
Ld Spacer length 1.00 0.88
t Transformer Height 1.00 0.86
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3.4 Latching Switch Development
The K-band latching switch development began with the assembly of a ,function with
If 	 dimensions calculated from the fixed junction size and ferrite driver restrictions,
Since this particular band does not boast a microwave latching switch with such excel-
lent characteristics, development also involves learning and understanding the particular
limits of this project, The completed switch advances the state-of-the-art of micro-
wave devices. A presentation of the actual development is included in this section
of the report.
Early in the extension of a latching switch from X-band to K-band, a housing
design was chosen. principal considerations are waveguide path and size; there is
electrically a very short path through the ,function to minimize guide losses.
Miter corners allow a low loss bend from the necessary 120 0 junction angle to tine
desirable 900
 angles for a simplified circuit connection. Another detail concerns
the housing dimensions. The switch should be as compact as possible while ensuring
that it is sill capable of housing the driver ferrites and actuating circuitry.
This design is shown in Figure 13,
, E After the housing design was completed, analysis of ferrites to select the proper
materials was initiated. Use of TT2-4000 in the non-switching junction grade this the
first choice for the switch. Evaluation continued throughout the project with C-11
and C-44 also showing promising results. The TT2-4000 ferrite was selected due to
its superior performance over the desired frequency range.
Choice of the Rr ferrite has a direct influence upon the driver material which
can be used. Originally, TT6-2£300 was determined to be adequate for our needs. Later
development disclosed that TT71-4100 was superior to TT6-2800. The reasons for select-
ing this material were presented in Section 2.3.
The ferrites and dielectric used in the switch were under ^:ontinued evaluation to
verify compliance with material standards and specifications. Otr^er parts, such as
the housing and transformer, were inspected to insure all parts are within tolerance.
Quality control for the K-band switch was similar to the system used for the fully
space qualified DSCS II, Phase 2 and Landsat latching switch.
As discussed earlier in Section 2, the non-switching junction results are utilized
1	 in the switching junction design. Essentially, the ferrite dimensions are expanded to
accommodate the magnetic return path which allows a switching junction to operate
properly, Other component parts are adjusted accordingly for impedance matching.
The first latching switch (designated -1) was completed in early August. Its
r.	
performance was satisfactory, although it did not meet all of the program requirements.
'-	 Figure 14 shows the performance of this switch. Note that the only objective not
 reached was bandwidth; this particular unit was 100 MHz short of the 1400 MHz required.
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Figure 14. Final Porformance of K-band Latching Switch (-l)
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With the first unit completed, a second unit was assembled and further refine-
ments were made. The modified switch exhibited an improvement in bandwidth , as well
as isolation. The performance presented in Figure 15 1 as well as the data contained
in Table 1 on page 1-2, clearly show the improvement. Our second unit successfully
met all of the project requirements,
Although the switches were designed individually and do not exhibit the some
performance, all other specifications are identical. Table 3 contains all data
pertinent to a designer in order to interface the switch with other components.
Table 3. Interface Data for K-Band Switch
Item Description
Weight 355 g	 (12.5 oz.)
Size 9.53 cm. x 3.18(3.75 in.
	 x 1.25
cm. x 5 cm.	 high
ink.	 x (y2	 in.	 high)






(See Figure 13, page
and Figure 16, page for wiring)
Power Supply 24-28 Vdc
Maximum current required (during
switching only) 1 mA
Switching Time 50 usec
Max. Power Input 100 W ICW)
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Figure 15, Final Performance of K-Band latching Switch (-2)
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3.5 Switch Actuatinc; Circuitr
The size of the K-band switching housing is dictated in part by the actuating
circuitry which is contained inside the unit. All that is necessary to operate the
switch is an external 24 volt power supply and two S pST switches. Closing one external
switch will activate the unit for clockwise circulation, while the other switch will
activate the unit in the opposite direction. Switching timed is approximately 50 uses
with a recharge period of 30 seconds necessary between successive actuations of the
same circulation direction,
The schematic for the latching switch actuating electronics consists of two
independent circuits, one for each direction of circulation, Each driver has two
adjacent coils built into the driver which are electrically independent. As shown in
Figure 16, one driver contains coils 1A and 2A t while the other contains 10 and 2B.
Each circuit has its own bank of discharge capacitors, series dropping resistor, and
trickle charge resistor. A series dropping resistor limits current in the devices
during capacitive discharge, Similarly, a trickle charge resistor limits power supply
requirements for charging and prevents excessive loading on either the supply or K-
band e...44­
  h Nils
 l e ah^vul d a ..iaaT i3l a 1% 	 bc%.oiii°c f r vzc11 111 the %, JUG poaaa l 1, 10 	 The
pin assignment used for the g pin D connector is also included in the figure.
Though the actuation circuitry for the latching switch has two independent
circuits, they are combined onto a single board. This board is designed such that
each side holds the components for an entire circuit as displayed in Figure 17.
Note that each side contains four capacitors to increase reliability; switching capa-
bility is still intact with two capacitors disconnected. The circuit board is placed
into a cavity located inside the switch housing. Special foam is packed around the
board enabling the unit to pass shock a-1 vibration requirements with ease. Figure 18
shows a hidden view of the board as it resides in the latching switch.
The power supply for the switch should be at least 24 volts. Switching will
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3,6 Shock and Vibration
After completing the second latching switch, this unit was sent to the Environmental
'	 Test Department for shock and vibration tests. The results of this testing apply to
both K-band units as the mechanical design is identical. (Small changes in the Junction
dimensions do not affect the structure of the switch.)
The testing of our -2 K»band switch followed the test procedure dated 6 November
1979, This procedure outlines the type and level of both the shock and vibration tests.
Specific documents which form a part of this procedure are NAS3-21761, provided by NASA,
and EV2-48 generated by TRW. A sunviary of the shock and vibration guidelines is contained
in Table 4.
Table A. Shock and Vibration Test Program
Ambient Condition:
Temperature	 65-80°F
Relative Humidity	 70% RH or less
Barometric Pressure 	 between 28 and 32 inches of mercury
Virbration:
Perpendicular to mounting surface
Level
Increase at 6 dB/octave to 0.4 92 /Hz
0.4 g2/Hz
0.3 g2/Hz
Decrease at 6 dB/octave
Level
Increase at 6 dB/octave to 0.1 92/Hz
0.1 g2/Hz
Decrease at 6 d6/octave







Overall grins - 21.01









n	 Duration	 8 niS
Test to be done on all three axes
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As noted in the original test program, the switch performance is measured prior
to each test and again after test completion. Final performance of the switch is
recorded before the vibration test; this data was shown in Figure 15. Vibration tests
were consistent with the guidelines contained in Table 4. Figure 19 shows the results
of the vibration tests for all three axes of the switch.
Referring to Figure 13, which shows the housing design, the X-axis is perpendicular
a	 to the port 1 flange, A line which is perpendicular to the port 2 flange (or port 3)
is the Y-axis, with the 2-axis perpendicular to the top surface of the switch.
After vibration tests are completed, the switch performance is compared to its
original data, indicating latching has been ,maintained. The switch is then returned
to environmental test to obtain shock data; results for this test are shown in Figure 20.
k
A final set of measurements is taken on the -2 K-band switch performance after
shock tests are complete. The status of the switch is closely monitored to verify that
the unit is still positively latched, Comparison between the original measurements
and this final set will reveal any flaws in the switch design. The post-shock data
used for comparison is presented in Figure 21,
An examinat , on of the final performance of the K-band switch shows negligible
change in performance, Both shock and vibration tests were passed without difficulty.
The switch remained latched in its last position throughout either test without any
degradation in performance; it is clear that the switch is mechanically and electrically
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Figure 20a. K-Rand Switch Shock Test Data: +X Axis
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Figure 20e. K-Band Switch Shock Test Data: +Z Axis
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UNIT:	 K -la nd Switch
S/N:	 00?
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3.7 Thermal Test
Prior to delivery of Cite -1 K-band switch, extensive thermal tests were conducted
oil
	 operating unit, The switch was required to operate over a 46V temperature
range from lO"C to 66 0 6, rurthermve, ti ►e unit should demonstrate survivability down
to -44 0 0 without perfornance degradation when returned to operating temperature, The
^	 survivability test does not ro+uire the switch to be operating.
1	
Shortly after performance measurements on the first switch were completed, thermal
^-	 testing began, Our testing program involved measuring the room temperature performance
as a reference level, The performance was then measured at +56°C and IO IC. A fourth
measurement was taken again at room temperature to monitor return to ti ►e original per-
formance.
A complete set of thermal measurements was recorded to account for use of any of
the ports as an input port. Such testing required a complete temperature cycling for
each of the three ports measured. Tile data obtained is presented in Figure 22.
,Survival testing of the K-band switch was conducted by covering the temperature
range to -44 0C. however, the switch was Dept in the circuit since we were positive
our circuit would operate due to past experience, figure 23 shows the insertion loss
of the operating switch at -30 00 and -'4'C. Insertion loss was selected sinrh it is
the most sensitive performance parameter.
Upon completion of the survival test, the switch performance was remeasured at
room temperature as a comparison to the original performance. The switch displayed
identical performance after thermal tests were completed as presented in rigure 24.
The K-band switch passed all of the thermal tests, incloding survivability. The
design of this unit allows switch operation even at the survival tempera ttire. Since
the design of this switch is similar to the Landsat and bSCS 11 switches, which exhibited
negligible temperature deviations between comp0:1 116- parts the Component; temperatures
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Figure 2b, Performance of K-Band Switch !hider
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Figure 22b. Performance of K-Band Switch Under
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Figure 22c. Performance of	 Band Switch Under
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Figure 24. Switch Performance after Thermal Test
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The K-band switch developed for NASA-Lewis was a project requiring delivery of
two switches. These light-weight units, whose performance is listed in Table 1,
demonstrate extraordinarily low insertion loss and high isolation over a bandvirdth
of 1,4 GHz. Housed in a single compact unit, as shown in Figure 1, the switching
(	 Junction and its actuating circuitry met all shock and vibration requirements with
rl	 no physical damage or performance degradation. In addition, our K-band switch exceeded
!
M	 thermal requirements by operating over a 1000 0 temperature range (-44°C to *560C),
I ^ The units not only operate under adverse conditions, they have a high power handling
r	 capability allowing up to 100 W of CW input power.
Extending the operating frequency range of a waveguich latching switch from X-band
to K-band involved a year of activity. As the project became more intense, our under-
standing of the design criteria for switches at higher millimeter wave frequencies grew.
There were elements of the design which followed closely the Landsat switch design;
other parts of the design were completely contradictory and afforded a new understanding
of the influence this higher frequency had on our preliminary design. This knowledge
was extremely useful in producing a state-of-the-art device and, furthermore, it allows
us an insight into the design of other switches at higher frequencies. In short, the
development of this truly unique latching switch was a complete success.
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